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I. Introduction

The degree of competition within a market is a crucial factor determining the welfare created

by the economic activity exercised within that market for the whole society. The project to

increase competitiveness of the Finnish electricity retail market started 1995 after which the

market was gradually opened for competition. By the late 1998 the electricity consumers

were free to choose from any of the existing suppliers.

As electricity is a commodity sold in a market open for competition, one would assume the

market to function at least close to what is understood as a perfectly competitive market in

economics. Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) (2015) recognizes

the Finnish market as one of the most competitive ones within the European Union but also

as moderately concentrated, while European Commission (2016) classifies Finland, along

with Austria, Belgium, Germany, Netherlands, Slovenia, Sweden and United Kingdom as a

high market maturity country.

Yet the observed consumer inertia within the market raises a concern whether the electricity

retailers can use market power in pricing decisions. According to the latest ACER Market

Monitoring Report (2015) the annual switching rate of electricity supplier by Finnish

consumers was 11 % in 2014, and on average 8 % during years 2008-2013.

A traditional structural analysis of any market can be burdensome and consumes a lot of

resources. Relatively recent progress in economics has shown that estimation of pass-

through rate can serve as the first diagnostic tool for competition issues. Pass-through is

often faster and easier to estimate from public data and therefore spares the competition

authority resources and helps to allocate the structural analyses to where they are most

needed.

Practical difficulty can often be data availability, as the actual contracts made with customers

are proprietary to the firms. This is the case also in the Finnish electricity market. In Finland

each of the distribution networks have been assigned an obligatory supplier by Electricity

Market Act 67§, which obligates a local retailer with the largest market share to serve as a

supplier of last resort within a given grid area. These obligatory supply prices are public

information and can be used as a proxy for the actual prices, because even though the law

does not regulate the pricing other than saying that these prices must be fairly set, these

prices in practice are the lowest standard contract prices offered by the retailers. According



to Sahari (2019) 95 % of all the contracts offered to the market were standard contract prices

during years 2006  2011, which I also use in my research.

The price consumer pays for electricity consists of three blocks: (I) the retail electricity price

set by the retailers, (II) the distribution charge set by the local natural monopolies of

distribution system operators (DSOs), and (III) the electricity tax uniform to all agents.

Distribution charge is heavily regulated by Energy Authority which monitors the revenues

of DSOs. The maximum distribution charge is determined by the operating costs topped with

a reasonable rate of return on capital and monitored in 4-year periods, during which it can

exceed the limit once, if the average charge stays within limits. DSO characteristics, such as

investment rate and consumers per length of grid, determine the cross-sectional variation in

the data. Simultaneously both the distribution charge and electricity tax vary over time.

The electricity retailers set price for the electricity in the presence of these two factors

assumed to be exogenous, which can be best illustrated by imaging how tax incidence is laid

on the consumer and supplier under perfect competition. Pass-through measures how much

does the consumer facing price change when additional 1 c/kWh tax is introduced into the

equilibrium.

Pless and van Benthem (2019) have generalised a framework with which pass-through can

be used to formally test whether market power exists in any market. According to them a

pass-through exceeding unity, i.e. overshooting of pass-through, indicates imperfectly

competitive market if the alternative explanations for overshooting under perfect

competition can be ruled out. These explanations are Giffen behaviour, decreasing marginal

costs, nominal pricing rigidities, and unobservable tax deflation, which I later argue not to

hold in the Finnish electricity market.

I estimate a linear fixed effects estimator with time-demeaned data on 50 retailer sample

containing annual observations for years 2006  2011 resulting in 300 observations. I find

that on aggregate pass-through of 1.11, 0.94 and 1.38 for the whole sample, retailers who

sell nationwide and retailers who sell only locally, respectively. None of them can be said to

overshoot with a 95 % level, confidence intervals being (0.89, 1.33), (0.66, 1.21) and (0.97,

1.79), respectively. The local retailers are the most suitable candidates for having market

power.



Economically the pass-through effect on aggregate is not that significant from the consumer

point of view, as an average consumer consuming 18 000 kWh of electricity per year paid

cumulatively during 2006  2011 due to overshooting, while his or her total

electricity bill was Therefore, the overshooting made his or her total bill only 0.4

% more expensive.

I find pass-through overshooting for three local and six nationwide retailers with 95 %

confidence level, which have estimates ranging from 1.42 to 1.69. Generally, the

heterogenous estimates vary a lot, and are very sensitive to the assumptions made in the

model, as well as to any possible measurement error included as I only have six observations

per retailer. Keeping this caveat in mind, the upper bound of these estimates suggests that an

average consumer, who bought from this specific retailer, would have paid

to overshooting cumulatively 2006  2011, which accounts to 2.2 % of the total bill during

the same time.

While the economic significance for a single consumer is not that large, on the whole retail

market these results matter to some extent. On the aggregate the pass-through rate of 1.11

implies on aggregate an average 5 % and locally an average 16 % increase in the electricity

price 2006  2011 due to overshooting, while the upper bound for the individual retailers is

28 %.

I conclude the paper by acknowledging that these results are not to be taken as evidence that

Finnish electricity retail market would be imperfectly competitive. It might be enough to

raise interest of Energy Authority to do similar kind of a study with a more recent and

complete data. If similar results are found with a more recent and robust data set, a simple

policy response could be to activate consumers through information campaigns about the

possibilities of tendering out electricity suppliers and this way increase competition.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II. briefly lays out the existing literature and

empirical applications of pass-through rate, Section III. describes the data and institutional

framework, Section IV. describes the empirical strategy, and Section V. describes the results

while Section VI. discusses them further before Section VII. concludes.



II. Theory on pass-through

The pass-through applications are nested within the principles of tax incidence, which have

Principles of Economics. Yet these principles have withheld only under perfect competition

until Weyl and Fabinger (2013) recently proved them to hold under various models of

imperfect competition.

The pass-through can best be illustrated under perfect competition. Figure 1. and Equation

1. lay out the basic idea, pass-through essentially measures how much the consumer facing

total price changes, when for example a tax changes a 1 c/kWh.

Figure 1. Tax incidence under perfect competition is determined by the elasticity of demand and supply.

(1)

Usually under perfect competition the pass-through rate always lies between zero and unity.

Economists have long known though that pass-through will overshoot under a very strict set

of conditions, of which the usual suspect has been sufficiently convex demand combined

with imperfect competition. Weyl and Fabinger (2013) have shown that overshooting will

occur under various models of imperfect competition and sufficiently convex demand.



Pless and van Benthem (2019) build on the work of Weyl and Fabinger by gathering a list

of alternative explanations that cause overshooting under perfect competition and this way

formalise pass-through as a simple test for market power. I.e. if one can rule out these

alternative explanations and still find pass-through overshooting, he or she can then conclude

that the market most likely is imperfectly competitive to some extent.

The alternative explanations that need to be ruled out for one to be able draw any kind of

interpretations about the competitive dynamics of any market just by estimating pass-

through are: (I) Giffen behaviour, (II) decreasing marginal costs, (III) nominal pricing

rigidities, and (IV) unobservable tax deflation. I discuss these more detail in the Section VI.

and argue that these do not hold in the electricity retail market.

In practice the pass-through rate to overshoot under imperfect competition also needs

sufficiently convex demand. Figure 2. visualises a pass-through overshooting under

monopolistic competition with constant marginal costs. With a sufficiently convex demand

the price change will be relatively larger, i.e. exceed unity.

Figure 2. Pass-through overshooting for a monopolist. Notes: Constant elasticity for demand and constant
marginal costs. Principles of tax incidence determine pass-through and the demand needs to be sufficiently
convex for it to overshoot under imperfect competition. Source: Adapted from Pless and van Benthem (2019)

After formalising the pass-through as a simple test for market power, Pless and van Benthem

(2019) estimate it on a Californian solar energy subsidies by leveraging exogenous variation



in state granted rebates for the purchase of a solar system by private consumers. The

Californian Solar Initiative started in 2007 with a fixed budget that was spent over the areas

of three utilities, that covered most the market that time. The amount of subsidy a consumer

could get at any given time was a function of the installed capacity by the time of purchase,

and thus at least to some extent exogenous to the consumer. They find out that the leasing

market was competitive with a pass-through estimate of 0.78 while the buy-your-own-

market was imperfectly competitive with a pass-through estimate of 1.53.

Another closely related application of pass-through has been recently introduced by Grey

and Ritz (2018), who model imperfect competition and show that the cost pass-through of a

firm reveals a profit impact of a hypothetical government regulation to the firms in question.

I.e. cost pass-through is a parameter that contains all the relevant information about market

characteristics. The only assumptions their model makes are that firms are cost-minimizers,

they take input prices as given, and operate with linear production costs. They use this

application to model effects of probable future carbon pricing for US airlines and conclude

that the legacy carriers will lose with a pass-through of 0.55, while the low-cost carriers will

gain with a pass-through of 1.48 in the wake of a hypothetical new CO2 cost regulation.

As shown the recent progress in economic theory has created a multiple applications where

estimation of the pass-through rate will potentially ease the work of e.g. government officials

in analysing either competitiveness of the market or an impact of regulation under

construction on individual firms.

I will solely concentrate on the application of measuring competitiveness presented by Pless

and van Benthem (2019). Their framework to test for existence of market power by

measuring pass-through has not appeared in literature priorly, and provides a relatively light

first-diagnostic tool as the analysis can be conducted with industry wide inputs such as

distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT in my case. The traditional structural analysis

on the degree of market power, mark-ups and deadweight loss in turn requires much more

time, data, and resources.

III. Data and institutional framework

I estimate the pass-through rate of changes in distribution charge and electricity tax to the

total consumer facing retail price of electricity both for the market on aggregate and for the



sampled retailers separately for 2006  2011. All the data has been collected by Energy

Authority.

A. Consumer types

Type users have been classified by Energy Authority based on their expected consumption.

K1 is a consumer living in an apartment without a sauna and with expected usage of 2000

kWh per year, while K2 is a consumer living in a small dwelling with a sauna and without

electric heating, expected to consume 5000 kWh per year. Similarly, L1 is a consumer living

in a small dwelling with electric heating and expected consumption of 18 000 kWh per year,

and L2 a small dwelling with a heat reserving electric heating system and expected

consumption of 20 000 kWh per year.

Electricity Market Act 67§ prohibits discriminating between these consumer groups when

setting the obligatory supply prices described below. We can confirm that the retailers on

average do price the different type user groups close to identically by looking at the Figure

3.

Figure 3. Average monthly electricity price per type user in c/kWh. The number of retailers increases from 60
in 2006 to 66 in 2011. Notes: Plotted from the raw Energy Authority data which includes suspicious amount
of changes compared to what has been found by earlier research. The 2011 systematic spike most likely is
caused by these data quality issues.



Similarly, visually judging from the individual plots per retailer, which have been left out

from this text for brevity, it seems that all the retailers do price between different type user

groups close to identically. Visual judgement of course is not an adequate method alone, but

as no major changes between type user groups can be spotted, I choose to limit this research

to the L1 group for simplicity. A small bias could result if retailers decided to change the

relative weights of type user groups in their pricing decisions between 2006  2011.

B. The total consumer facing price of electricity

The total price consumer pays for one kWh of electricity depends on the type user class she

or he belongs to, and consists of three blocks: (I) electricity price set by the retailer, (II)

distribution charge specific to the area the customer consumes electricity in, and (III)

electricity tax. Consumer must pay VAT on all the three components, also on the electricity

tax, and all the three components are always presented VAT inclusive in this text.

C. Electricity prices

The first component, electricity retail price, is tricky because the actual prices paid by

consumers are proprietary information to the retailers and thus not directly observable. I will

use obligatory supply prices, which are public list prices that the obligatory suppliers must

provide electricity with to any customer who requests so in the corresponding obligatory

supply area. Anna Sahari (2019) has studied all the offered electricity contracts 2006  2011

and concluded that these obligatory supply prices always correspond to the lowest standard

contract price offered by the electricity retailer who also acts as an obligatory supplier to the

given distribution area.

Each of the distribution areas have been assigned an obligatory supplier by Electricity

Market Act 67§. Obligatory supplier is a retailer that usually has the largest local market

share. The obligatory supplier must act as a supplier of last resort and they can choose to sell

the same contract outside their assigned obligatory supply area. In practice if a retailer sells

electricity outside its assigned obligatory supply area it sells nationwide.

Even though not being the actual prices paid by consumers, I argue that these obligatory

supply prices serve as a good proxy for electricity prices offered to the market between 2006



 2011. According to Sahari (2019) 95 % of all the offered contracts in the market were

standard contracts, i.e. variable price contracts that may be adjusted due to changes in the

supply costs, rather than fixed or market based, on average once per year.

It is possible that at least some of the consumers have been able to negotiate a price lower

than these list prices. If this is the case my coefficients are inflated to some extent. This does

not seem highly likely because as described in the introduction, on average only 8 % of the

consumers switched a supplier per year between 2008-2013 (ACER, 2015) but it has to be

noted that this figure does not include the consumers who have possibly managed to

negotiate a lower price without switching a provider.

According to Lehto (2011) the active clients are size-wise the largest and active clients in

2003 represented 60 % of all electricity purchased. Lehto includes corporate clients into his

figures, and I restrain my analysis to consumers. Yet it is noteworthy that the switchers

probably represent relatively larger consumers, i.e. the relative size of demand associated

with active switching is larger than 8 %.

The quality of Energy Authority data raises questions as it contains more price changes than

one would expect since these standard contract prices change roughly once a year according

to Sahari (2019). Yet I observe, as can be seen from Figure 4., close to 100 changes or more

per year for years 2007-2008 and 2010-2011 while the number of retailers increases from 60

in 2006 to 66 in 2011 meaning that some of the changes are most likely mistakes in the data.

The most suspicious price movements are the so-called spikes that occur when the electricity

price increases at the beginning of one month, and then immediately returns to the pre-

existing level at the beginning of the next month. This pattern is most visible and systematic

in January 2011 and can be seen from the exploratory plot on Figure 5., when the spike

occurs in January and the prices return to December 2010 level in February 2011.

Overall, the spikes are quite rare in other years than 2011, when 32 positive spikes and 7

negative spikes occur. The occurrence of these spikes is visualised in Figure 6. As can be

seen from the earlier exploratory plot in Figure 5., there is multiple instances when the spike

stretches from one to two, even three-month plateau before returning to the pre-spike level.

Sometimes the price returns somewhere between the pre-spike and spike level instead of

returning to the exact pre-spike level. Figure 6. considers only the spikes where the price

returns immediately somewhere between the pre-spike and spike price level.



Figure 4. Number of times the electricity price for type user L1 changes per year in Energy Authority raw
data. The number of retailers increases from 60 in 2006 to 66 in 2011. Source:

Figure 5. Electricity price c/kWh for type user L1. The grey-shaded lines represent individual retailers. The



Figure 6. Number of times either positive or negative spike occurs. Spike is determined as a price increase that
is reversed at the beginning of the next consecutive month.

To deal with issues in the data quality, I have annualised the monthly data by choosing to

use the price prevailing in December each year. Most of the changes take place either in

January or in July, and only 12 of the total 557 changes take place in December as can be

seen from the Figure 7.

Figure 7. Number of times L1 changes during a specific month in 2006  2011
calculations



This way I can drop the faulty increases and decreases in the data without having to take a

stance which ones are correct and which ones incorrect. Simultaneously I do loose some

information on the timing of the changes, which causes bias which sign is not determinable.

This issue will be discussed in depth in Section, VI. Discussion.

I have also chosen to drop the outlier retailer Jylhän Sähköosuuskunta, as it is a cooperative

rather than a retailer, i.e. it optimises the utility of its owners rather than maximises own

profit. The electricity price for Jylhän Sähköosuuskunta remains almost flat for the entire

period from 2006 to 2011, which can be seen from the Figure 5. as the lowest flat curve.

Another problem in the data are the retailers that have been assigned as obligatory suppliers

to multiple distribution areas or sell electricity nationwide rather than only into the own

obligatory supply area. I do not observe how the electricity sales split into the multiple DSO

areas for these retailers and therefore it later becomes impossible to allocate the correct

weighted average distribution charge these retailers face. I will discuss this problem more in

depth in Section, VI. Discussion, especially the retailers who sell nationwide. For now, I

drop the retailers that have been assigned as obligatory suppliers to multiple distribution

areas, six in total, from the sample. These retailers include Energiapolar, Fortum Markets,

KSS Energia, Lännen Omavoima, Oulun Sähkönmyynti and Vantaan Energia.

Nine retailers have missing data in one of the years, so I omit them too to remove time

discrepancies from the data. These retailers include Forssan Energia, Jeppo Kraft Andelslag,

Lankosken Sähkö, Kuopion Energia, Kymenlaakson Sähkö, Leppäkosken Energia,

Nurmijärven Sähkö, Pohjois-Karjalan Sähkö and Porvoon Energia.

I end up with 50 retailers and 300 annual observations ranging from December 2006 to

December 2011. The average annual electricity price combined with annual minimums and

maximums are presented in the Figure 8. and the same data as a density plot in Figure 9. As

can be seen from these two figures, the cross-sectional variation across the sample is large

considered the fact that the product in question is a commodity and the market open for

competition. If the market performed competitively one would expect the customers to

choose prices from the minimum end of the range.

It is probably worth to repeat, that the obligatory supply prices plotted are distribution area

specific, but as was noted earlier in this section, the obligatory supply prices in practice



correspond to the cheapest standard contract prices offered by the same retailers as act

obligatory suppliers (Sahari, 2019).

Figure 8. Annual average, minimum and maximum electricity prices for type user L1. Calculated from the

Figure 9. Density plots of annual electricity prices per retailer on selected years. Calculated from the sample



D. Distribution charges and electricity tax

The distribution charges are regulated by Energy Authority. The maximum allowed

distribution charge is determined based on the operating costs combined with depreciations

and a reasonable return on capital. The cross-sectional variance in distribution charges,

described by Figure 10. and Figure 11. therefore depends on the individual distribution

system operator (DSO) characteristics. DSOs are local monopolies that own, operate, and

maintain the local grid, and consumer must pay the distribution charge that prevails in his or

her location of consumption.

Energy Authority monitors price setting in four-year periods, during which the price increase

can exceed the maximum increase on one year if the four-year average lays within limits.

The distinctive monitoring periods during the years of my data were 2004  2007 and 2008

 2011.

The usual increases in the distribution charge are due to increased investments, e.g. from

digging the cables into the ground, or repair costs due to a normal than bigger storm damages.

This cross-sectional variance has been visualised also in Figure 12. constructed by Sahari

(2019).

Figure 10. Annual average, minimum and maximum distribution charge for type user L1. Values are electricity
tax and VAT inclusive. Calculated for the sample of 50 DSOs corresponding to the 50 retailers sampled in the
previous sub-section. The substantial increase in 2011 is due to electricity tax increasing from 1.1 c/kWh to
2.1 c/kWh.



Figure 11. Density plots of annual distribution charge per DSO on selected years. Values are electricity tax and
VAT inclusive. The substantial increase in 2011 is due to electricity tax increasing from 1.1 c/kWh to 2.1
c/kWh. calculations

Figure 12. Distribution charges in 2010 prevailing in different Finnish municipalities. The municipalities with
equal colour are served the same DSO. White coloured municipalities are served by more than one DSO. Units
in c/kWh. Source: Sahari (2019)



Electricity tax consists of excise tax, strategic stockpile fee, and VAT calculated on top of

the sum of the first two. Electricity tax changes twice during the years 2006 - 2011, once in

the beginning of 2008, and then again in beginning of 2011. The second increase is

substantial, as the tax doubles compared to the December 2010 levels. The development of

electricity tax is pictured in Figure 13. VAT increases from 22% to 23% in July 2010.

It is noteworthy that electricity tax is considerably smaller factor in the context of total

consumer facing electricity price compared to the distribution charge, but its importance

does rise from 2006 to 2011. In 2006 electricity tax equalled 24% of the average combined

price of distribution charge and electricity tax and 38% in 2011.

Figure 13. Electricity tax consisting of excise tax, strategic stockpile fee and VAT on the sum of the first two.
Electricity tax increases from 1.1 c/kWh to 2.1 c/kWh in January 2011.

It must also be noted that the distribution charge collected by the Energy Authority has

similar kind of spikes than the electricity prices. This is less obvious and systematic as with

electricity prices, but still visible in a simple exploratory plot in Figure 14.



Figure 14. Distribution charge inclusive of electricity tax per DSO. Data missing for 09-11/2006 and 01-
10/2007

Annualization by choosing to use only the December values works for distribution charges

as well because a distribution charge increase in December is a rare event. Figure 15.

visualises the split of occurrences in different months.

As can be seen from Figure 14. and Figure 15. the distribution charge data is also missing

entirely for from September to November in 2006, and from January to November in 2007.

Luckily, the December 2006 and 2007 is present, which allows me to take advantage of the

period of 2006-2011.

I will handle distribution charge, electricity tax, and VAT together as a lump sum values and

talk about them together by referring to only distribution charge. Electricity tax is levied on

the DSOs and therefore distribution charge and electricity tax are billed from the consumers

with a single bill. As the electricity tax is the same regardless of the retail company or the

distribution area to which it sells electricity, I will handle the two items as a lump sum. From

the theory perspective there should be no difference how the retailers pass through either of

the three to the electricity prices. This is also a practical solution because the electricity tax

only changes twice during the years 2006-2011, while the VAT changes once.



Figure 15. Occurrence of spikes in distribution charge data for the selected 50 DSOs.
calculations

E. Omitted observations and shortcomings

As has been discussed briefly, one co-operative, six retailers that are assigned to serve as an

obligatory supplier to multiple DSOs are omitted, as well as nine retailers that have missing

data on any year.

The three mergers that take place between the years 2006 - 2011 have been considered by

adjusting the prevailing distribution charges prevalent to the given retailers.

A shortcoming of the data is that I do not know the market shares of different retailers. This

too is proprietary information to the market agents. Therefore, all the retailers are handled

with equal weights.

Another shortcoming of the data is that I lose information on the timing of the changes when

I annualise the data. Electricity price can now change in January, and distribution charge in

July, but the data shows them to happen at the same time in December. This causes bias

which sign is hard to determine. This is a major caveat for the heterogenous pass-through

analysis, as I also only have six observations per retailer. One measurement error like this

can considerably distort an individual estimate.



IV. Empirical strategy

A. Pricing of electricity by the retailers

Both the regulative framework for distribution charges and the electricity tax are national

and consider each of the market agents equally. The regulative framework allows for cross-

sectional variation within distribution charges set by DSOs. As discussed in the previous

section, this variation arises from the heterogeneity of the individual distribution areas, e.g.

the length of grid per capita, investment needs, etc. Over time both the average distribution

charge and the electricity tax have increased.

The DSOs and electricity retailers are independent companies even though they might have

similar names as a legacy from the past when most if not all of them used to operate as

merged entities. Nevertheless, sharing price information or pricing together is prohibited by

law also between the retailers and DSOs. Therefore, and because the electricity tax is a

political decision, both the distribution charge and electricity tax variation are assumed to be

exogenous to the retailers.

The electricity retailers price standard contracts according to changes in supply costs and

typically raise their prices once a year as was discussed in the previous section and found by

(Sahari, 2019). This pricing frequency suggests that the retailers use average cost pricing

rather than market-based mechanisms. Judging from the large variation across retailers it

does not seem that they are pure price takers, but as was mentioned earlier in reality we do

not observe which prices the consumers end up paying.

The retail price of electricity Pe consists of the average production cost AC and a profit

margin m. For electricity retailers the largest chunk of the AC comes from the acquisition

cost of electricity. If they have own production, then this must be thought of as the

opportunity cost. i.e. how much money the company would receive by selling the electricity

to the Nordic electricity exchange. The retail operation itself is relatively light in terms of

organisation and balance sheet and costs arising from those.

(2) Pe = AC + m

The observation that standard contract pricing follows the average cost pricing can be

visualised by drawing the electricity price for L1 users and the spot into the same Figure 16.

This observation has been made e.g. by Lehto (2011). The retailers hedge against movements



of spot price with long acquisition contracts, which allows them to sell electricity for

relatively stable price.

Figure 16. Average monthly electricity price for L1 type users and spot price. Notes: plotted from the raw
Energy Authority data which includes suspicious amount of changes compared to what has been found by
earlier research. The 2011 systematic spike is most likely caused by these issues in data quality. Source:

tions

By making a simplifying assumption that the retailers already have optimal cost structure,

or that it stays unchanged optimal or not, only way they can affect their pricing is by altering

their profit margin m.

As was discussed in Section II., in pursuit of maximizing their profits the retailers react to

changes in either distribution charge or electricity tax, and this reaction then occurs through

altering their profit margin.

B. Econometric model: aggregate affects

Keeping in mind that the distribution charge variable includes electricity tax and VAT, I

estimate Equation 3. by pooled OLS and time-demeaned data, i.e. I use a fixed effects

estimator. Time-demeaning the data allows me to drop the categorical retailer variable as



well as any other unobserved time-invariant fixed effects. I discuss the choosing of the

estimator more in depth in Section VI. A.

By controlling for year fixed effects, I capture the time-variant trends, most importantly the

trend in spot and hedging against it as well as the trend in other costs of AC. Assuming that

missing observations and other sample restriction criteria is not systematic among the

retailers, the measurement error is not present in the annualised data,  no important variables

are omitted, and that both the regulative framework for distribution charge setting and the

political decisions on electricity tax are exogenous to the retailers, the coefficient is the

causal effect of 1 c/kWh change of distribution charge or electricity tax on total consumer

facing electricity price Pc, and a correct measure of pass-through rate. Furthermore,

assuming that the idiosyncratic error  is homoscedastic, serially uncorrelated across time,

and  uncorrelated with the independent variable across all time periods the fixed effects

estimator is also the most efficient one. I cluster the standard errors on distribution area level

to receive heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust standard errors.

Some of these assumptions might be unrealistic and will be discussed in Section VI.

(3) Pci,t = 1Distribution chargei,t + t + i,t

where Pci,t is the total consumer facing electricity price formed as a sum of electricity price,

distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT. The independent variable Distribution chargei,t

includes distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT per c/kWh. Retailers are distinguished

by i. denotes the time dependent yearly fixed effects.

As already discussed, the main identifying variation comes from the cross-sectional and

over-time variation in distribution charges, as well as over-time variation in electricity tax.

To be able to draw any kind of conclusions on the estimates it is necessary to discuss whether

the pricing process described by Equation 3. is stationary as the equation suggests or

dynamic, i.e. if distribution charge changes today for how long will it affect the electricity

price.

It seems that most of the changes in electricity price happen simultaneously compared to the

changes in distribution charge and electricity tax (remember that the variable distribution

charge is inclusive of electricity tax), which makes sense because the regulative framework



is public and DSO characteristics are observable to the retailers. Electricity Market Act sets

a rule that a notice of a price increase either in electricity price or distribution charge must

be announced minimum 1-month before the increase becomes effective. Changes in the

favour of consumers can be done without a notice period.

Figure 17. describes the timing of changes in electricity price that follow strictly a single

change in distribution charge. A reasonable assumption is that each of the distribution

charges affect electricity price only once, regardless of its timing. For example, if I acted as

a price setter in local DSO, and I announced a future price increase today, the retailers who

sell electricity in my distribution area would adjust their prices only once. Their new prices

could take effect simultaneously with my new distribution charge, or perhaps during the

following few months if there is any inertia in their pricing process.

Figure 17. includes timings ranging from zero, i.e. when distribution charge changes the

electricity price changes immediately, to 12, i.e. 12-month lag in the response. As discussed

earlier, the monthly data includes suspicious amounts of changes from which considerable

amount might be faulty. Therefore, I have calculated these intervals between changes in

electricity price and distribution charge both with the raw data, and smoothed data. I have

smoothed the data by looping it through with a condition, that if a price increase occurs but

then at the next consecutive month reverts, the loop corrects the original increase to the

returning level.

Smoothing data manually is by no means optimal, and still leaves the possibility that the

reversion happens instead of the next consecutive month, during the second or third. In any

case I take this plot as suggestive evidence that most of the electricity price changes

following a change in distribution charge go through immediately and therefore, I will

continue with the stationary model. The changes going through with a 1-3-month lag might

affect the model to some extent, but this issue is taken care of by the annualization of the

data. After this it is difficult to say how much the older changes affect, as considerable

amount of electricity price changes occurs without a prior distribution charge change.



Figure 17. Timing of electricity price changes following a prior distribution charge change (inclusive of
electricity tax). Notes: Due to time discrepancies discussed earlier, this has been calculated from the monthly
data (both raw and smoothed sample) starting from Nov-2007, includes 45 retailers. Smoothed data excludes
the spikes where the electricity price increases one month but returns to the prior price level immediately during
the next consecutive month. I assume that the same split generalises to the whole sample.
own calculations

C. Econometric model: heterogenous effects

I estimate heterogenous effects augmenting Equation 3. with an interaction term Distribution

charge times Retailer, which allows me to draw retailer specific pass-through rates. Retailer

is a categorical variable.

(4) Pci,t 1Distribution chargei,t*Retaileri t + i,t,

I also estimate Equation 4. by pooled OLS and time-demeaned data and use

heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust standard errors. There is no need to cluster

standard errors at distribution area level as the coefficients will be estimated on that same

level.

Additionally, to the assumptions made on the previous sub-section, now I also need to

assume that the time trend is equal to all of the individual retailers which might be unrealistic.

The Year -dummies will capture the trend in spot and other costs, and the rest of the variation

is random between the retailers. Considering that I only have six observations per retailer a



violation of this assumption will considerably reduce the accuracy of my estimates but not

necessarily cause bias.

The major caveat of this estimation is that I only have six annual observations for each

retailer which pushes me to estimate the heterogenous pass-through for individual retailers

with only five price changes per retailer on average. This causes the model to be extremely

sensitive on the assumptions made earlier, especially that no unobservable variables

affecting both the independent and dependent variables exist, and that the data does not

include substantial amount of measurement error.

Any mistakes in the data can throw the estimates of individual retailers off substantially with

the amount of observations I have. A potential scenario in the data is that a retailer raises

electricity price in beginning of the year, and then the corresponding DSO raises distribution

charge in July for example. The model will explain this change in electricity price with the

change in distribution charge even though the electricity price was raised first and was

independent of the distribution charge raise that followed, resulting in spurious correlation

on this specific retailer. This is a much smaller problem on the aggregate and with the 300

observations, as no systemic pattern of electricity price raises preceding distribution charge

raises exists.

V. Results

A. Aggregate pass-through

I estimate the aggregate effects presented on Table 1. by estimating Equation 3. by pooled

OLS and time-demeaned data on 300 annual observations for 50 retailers during years 2006

- 2011. The pass-through of distribution charge, inclusive of electricity tax and VAT, is 1.11

for the whole sample, meaning that a 1 c/kWh increase in either distribution charge,

electricity tax or VAT results in 1.11 c/kWh increase in the total consumer facing price of

electricity, which consists of electricity price, distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT.

Interestingly, but not surprisingly, the pass-through rates vary a lot between retailers who

sell the same contract nationwide versus the ones who sell only locally to the distribution

area they have been assigned as obligatory suppliers. The pass-through rate for nationwide

retailers is 0.94 and for local retailers 1.38. It must be noted though, as was discussed in



Section III., the nationwide retailers have been assigned their local obligatory supply

distribution charge, as their sales split between different distribution areas are unknown. This

probably causes some bias which sign is hard to determine.

As the distribution charge, inclusive of electricity tax and VAT, increases on average 1.86

c/kWh from 2006 to 2011 these results on aggregate are not that significant economically

for a consumer consuming 18 000 kWh of electricity per year as the estimate of 1.11 implies

 2011 due to overshooting, 0.11 * 1.86 c/kWh

* 18 000 kWh / 100 =

10 period. Similarly, the local pass-through of 1.38 implies an additional

cost of corresponding to 1.2 % of the total bill.

Considering the whole market, pass-through of 1.11 is not so trivial, as it implies that the

electricity price increases on average 5 % due to overshooting from 2006 to 2011 in total.

The corresponding average for local retailers is 16 %.

Table 1. Aggregate pass-through
All Nationwide Local
(1) (2) (3)

Distribution charge 1.112 0.935 1.379
(0.113) (0.141) (0.211)

Year fixed effects X X X

Adj. R-squared 0.936 0.944 0.931
Retailers 50 28 22
Observations 300 168 132

Notes: The dependent variable is the total consumer facing electricity price for type user L1 consisting of
the retail price, distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT. The independent variable Distribution charge
includes distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT. Additionally year fixed effects are controlled. Data
covers the 50 obligatory suppliers that have full set of observations available and are not assigned to multiple
DSOs in Finland 2006-2011. 28 retailers have chosen to sell electricity outside their assigned DSO area. For
these retailers, the correct weighted average of distribution charge is impossible to calculate without knowing
their sales split, and thus their local distribution charge is used. Estimates are obtained by pooled OLS on
time-demeaned data, i.e. fixed effects estimator. Standard errors are clustered at the distribution area level
and are both heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust.

Whether these estimates overshoot with statistical significance, a definitive answer cannot

be given. The 95 % confidence intervals are (0.89, 1.33), (0.66, 1.21) and (0.97, 1.79) for



the whole sample on aggregate, for the nationwide, and for the local retailers, respectively.

The most likely candidate for pass-through overshooting are the local retailers. It is

noteworthy that their estimates are the most reliable data-wise too. As was discussed,

nationwide and resulting from that the whole aggregate sample, i.e. columns (2) and (1) in

Table 1., suffer from measurement error which sign is hard to determine.

Economically it makes sense that the local retailers have more market power than the

nationwide retailers, as the latter group faces a much larger competition. If a consumer buys

from someone else than a local incumbent, he or she is more likely to make an informed

decision and choose from the cheapest provider.

Standard errors are presented in brackets in Table 1., clustered at distribution area level and

corrected for both heteroskedasticity and serial correlation, that were found with Breusch-

Pagan and Wooldridge First-Difference based test for AR1.

I estimate Equation 3. in addition by pooled OLS, first differences and random effects and

present the estimates in Appendix A Table A.1. Results from pooled OLS, fixed effects, and

random effects are close to each other, but first differences yield results one standard error

lower compared to the rest. No obvious explanation for this exists, but it could be that e.g.

the measurement error arising from annualization of the data is amplified by this method.

I rely on the fact that both fixed effects and random effects yield similar results. Pooled OLS

is effectively the same model as fixed effects, as in pooled OLS retailer fixed effects are

controlled with a dummy variable. The choosing of the estimator is discussed more in depth

in Section VI.

B. Heterogenous pass-through

I then move to study the heterogenous effects by interacting the Distribution charge variable

with a Retailer -dummy and estimate Equation 4. by pooled OLS and time-demeaned data,

just as in previous sub-section. The results are laid out in Appendix B. Table A.2. for brevity.

The corresponding partial effect point estimates and 95 % CIs are laid out in Figure 18.

These point estimates describe the increase of the total consumer facing electricity price, per

retailer, when distribution charge inclusive of electricity tax and VAT changes 1 c/kWh. I

use heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust standard errors.



Figure 18. Heterogenous pass-through. Notes: Partial effect of distribution charge per retailer on total consumer
facing price of electricity, i.e. pass-through point estimates and 95 % CIs per retailer from Equation 4. estimated
by pooled OLS and controlling with Retailer-dummy instead of time-demeaning, which is effectively the same
as using fixed effects model. Major caveat of the data is that only six observations per Retailer exists causing
the model to be extremely sensitive on assumptions that no unobservable variables affecting both the
independent and dependent variables nor considerable measurement error exist, and that all the retailers are on
equal time trend. 28 retailers have chosen to sell electricity outside their assigned DSO area. For these retailers,
the correct weighted average of distribution charge is impossible to calculate without knowing their sales split,
and thus their local distribution charge is used. Heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust standard errors
are used. The coefficients for these interaction terms are presented in the Appendix B.
calculations

As can be seen from the Figure 18. few retailers have pass-throughs exceeding unity with 95

% confidence interval. From local retailers these companies include Etelä-Suomen Energia,

Etelä-Savon Energia, Lehtimäen Sähkö, and from the nationwide retailers Mäntsälän Sähkö,



Vattenfall Sähkönmyynti, Naantalin Energia, Savon Voima, Haminan Energia, and

Tampereen Sähkönmyynti.

It has to be noted though that the variation both in point estimates, but also in 95 % CIs are

large, and they are very sensitive to the assumptions that all of the retailers are on the same

time trend and that there is no measurement error in the data. Therefore, these estimates are

not to be interpreted as evidence that some of these firms have had market power 2006

2011 nor that some did not.

Economically these estimates are somewhat more significant than on the aggregate for the

consumers who have bought electricity from these nine retailers. As was noted though, the

variation is large, and the model is very sensitive to the assumptions made. The upper bound

for the

 2011, which accounts to 2.2 % of the total electricity bill during the same years. The market

wide impact on the specific distribution area is even greater, as the local incumbent has

increased its obligatory supply price by 28 % from 2006 to 2011 due to overshooting.

For the rest of the retailers the 95 % CIs do not let us say whether the pass-through rates

overshoot or not. A competitive example could be for example Köyliön-Säkylän Sähkö,

which has a pass-through of 0.64. A 1.86 c/kWh increase in either distribution charge,

electricity tax or VAT for a consumer who buys from the retailer in question would result in

214 increase in the total electricity bill, even though the distribution charge increased 335

 the total bill alone. This means that the electricity price decreases, which is familiar

outcome from the demand and supply system under perfect competition when a tax or

another exogenous cost is introduced into the system and the equilibrium amount of

consumption decreases. I of course do not observe the consumption.

It must be noted once again though, that the nationwide retailers have been assigned the

operator with a similar

name because the sales split of these retailers is unknown and therefore the correct weighted

average is impossible to obtain.

Also, similarly to the aggregate effects the estimates are likely to include small upward bias

from the measurement error arising from the fact that the prices used in this analysis are list

prices rather than actual purchase prices of consumers.



The estimates are also very sensitive to possible measurement error included in the

annualised data because I have only six observations per retailer meaning that the

coefficients are estimated on average with five changes per retailer. The annualised data does

not distinguish in which order the changes in electricity price and distribution charge happen

within a year and in some cases the electricity price could have been increased first resulting

in spurious correlation for an individual retailer.

Therefore, the estimates have to be interpreted with caution before drawing conclusions

either for the aggregate or heterogenous effects. To receive more accurate answers the study

should be conducted with more complete data.

VI. Discussion

A. Choosing the right estimator

It is worth to mention first that finding or not finding pass-through overshooting is not

sensitive to the estimator used, even though the first differences results are one standard error

lower compared to the rest of the models on the aggregate. Heterogenous estimates vary

from retailer to retailer, and for e.g. Lehtimäen Sähkö one cannot say with 95 % confidence

that it would overshoot estimated with FD, but for e.g. Mäntsälän sähkö the effect grows

even stronger.

Appendix A. lays out the results of different methods used on the aggregate. None of them

find overshooting with a 95 % CI. The highest pass-through rate is received by using either

fixed effects or random effects estimator. By using first differenced data the pass-through

rate is one standard error lower. An obvious reason does not exist, but this could be e.g. due

to measurement error caused by the data annualization being amplified by FD.

According to Wooldridge (2012, p. 490), under the assumptions made in the earlier section

both the fixed effects and within estimator are unbiased and consistent when amount of years

stays fixed and number of retailers approaches infinity. When the number of individuals is

larger than the number of time periods, as is in my case, the choice between the two

estimators hinges between the relative efficiency of them, which is determined by the serial

correlation of the error terms.



-difference-based first order autocorrelation test for the residuals imply

that the idiosyncratic error term is serially correlated both in the first-differenced estimator

and the fixed effects estimator. This complicates the choosing of correct estimator even more

and therefore, I choose to rely on the fact that neither of the estimators can find 95 % CI

overshooting.

What about random effects then? Random effects estimator requires one additional

assumption to the assumptions that prevail for FD and FE, which is that the unobserved time-

constant effect is independent from the explanatory variables. This could quite easily be

violated by e.g. strong local partisanship of low electricity prices, which will hold if a belief

exists that in our town the electricity bill should remain low no matter what. Nevertheless

plausible, it does seem more like an exception than a rule.

Hausman test does indeed suggest that the covariance between the unobserved time-constant

effect and the explanatory variable is zero, with p-value of 0.99. In practice, according to

Wooldridge (2012, p. 496), this is usually either due to fixed effects and random effects

estimates being sufficiently close to each other so it does not matter which one the

practitioner uses, or then the sampling variation of FE estimates is so large that one cannot

conclude whether the differences in estimates are statistically significant. In my case it seems

that it is due to the estimates being close to each other. Therefore, I resort to using fixed

effects as my main method and correct for serially correlated standard errors by clustering

on distribution area level.

B. Measurement error

According to Wooldridge (2012, p. 491) both the first-differenced estimator and fixed effects

estimator can be sensitive to measurement error in independent variable.

As was discussed in the Section III., the data is likely to include considerable amount of

measurement error. First source is the suspicious amount of variation in the data. I observe

on average 1.4 times as many changes in the electricity prices as in previous literature. I have

good grounds to believe that I get rid most of this faulty variation by annualising the data by

choosing to use December values per each retailer as that is the month that the least amount

of changes occur in.



Second source of potential measurement error stems from the fact that the prices I observe

are list prices rather than actual prices paid by consumers. Anna Sahari (2019) has researched

all the offered contracts between years 2006 - 2011 and concluded that 95 % of these

contracts were standard contracts, and from the obligatory suppliers the obligatory supply

prices corresponded to the cheapest standard contract they offered. According to Lehto

(2011) only 5 % of the consumers had switched electricity supplier by 2003 and 15 % had

renegotiated their contract with the current supplier. Lehto also notes that the active clients

are also larger than the passive clients, including corporate clients he states that the portion

of active clients were 60 % of all electricity purchased.

My research is restricted to consumers, but this still suggests that considerable portion of

consumers are renegotiating their contracts, and therefore my estimates do include upward

bias.

Third source of measurement error considers the group of 28 retailers that sell electricity

nationwide rather than solely into their assigned distribution area. As their sales split within

the country is proprietary information to them, a correct weighted average of the distribution

charge they face is impossible to obtain. I have chosen to allocate them the distribution

charge they face at their obligatory supply area, which most likely causes bias which sign is

difficult to determine.

Fourth source of measurement error arises from the annualization of the data and resulting

loss of information on timing of the changes. It is possible that on any given year, the

electricity price has changed first e.g. in January, and the distribution charge later, e.g. in

July, but the annualised data shows both changes happening simultaneously in December.

This obviously causes bias too which sign is impossible to determine. As no systematic

pattern like this exists, it is not a problem on aggregate level, but can considerably distort

the partial effect estimates of individual retailers as only six observations per retailer exists.

Fifth source of measurement error could be caused by the four-year monitoring periods of

Energy Authority, which in my case are the years 2004  2007 and 2008  2011. As I have

data for 2006  2011 a possible source of measurement error could be e.g. if the DSOs raised

prices relatively more during years 2004 and 2005, and then had to continue with relatively

smaller raises to keep the average 4-year return within regulative limits. With more data one

could control for this.



Sixth source of measurement error could be caused by the fact that only type user group L1

is considered in this analysis. As was discussed in Section III., by judging visually at least

no major changes between pricing of different type user groups occur between 2006  2011,

but a small bias could still be included if some of the retailers change relative weights used

in their pricing decision between L1 type user group and some other group(s).

C. Sources of endogeneity

For the exogeneity assumption to be violated either for the distribution charge or the

electricity tax, there would have to be an unobservable characteristic that affected both the

dependent variable and the independent variable.

As was briefly mentioned in the beginning of this section a possible variable could be e.g.

local partisanship that kept the electricity prices and distribution charge low in absolute terms

locally. If this kind of partisanship existed in multiple distribution areas it would cause a bias

to estimates, that is not fixed by using time-demeaned data as the will to keep prices low in

absolute terms is not a time-constant factor, but rather puts the prices on downward trajectory

relative to the rest of the market.

D. Pass-through overshooting and market power

To be able to rely on the theoretic framework set up by Weyl and Fabinger (2013), and Pless

and van Benthem (2019), I have to make a simplifying assumption that the prices I observe

are actual prices that consumers have bought electricity with, rather than list prices as they

in reality are. I.e. I must assume that the prices represent the demand the electricity retailers

face.

As has been discussed, the actual prices characterised by the demand are not equal to these

list prices. I still want to play with the idea of this simplifying assumption to give practical

relevance to the estimates, as well as carry on the empirical work of Pless and van Benthem

on using pass-through estimates as a quick and simple market power diagnostic tool.

 As was discussed in Section II., the alternative explanations for pass-through overshooting

under perfect competition, i.e. the cases when estimates exceeding unity are not due to



market power, are Giffen behaviour, decreasing marginal costs, nominal pricing rigidities,

and unobservable tax deflation.

Giffen behaviour, i.e. upward sloping demand, is hard to find in any context in real-world.

One of the only cases has been found in China, where reaction of poor households on rising

prices of rice and wheat where monitored (Jensen & Miller, 2008). It is speculated that this

behaviour could prevail in some areas of developing countries more generally, even though

no consistent data of it exists. Downward sloping demand in the electricity market is

observed.

Decreasing marginal costs, i.e. diminishing returns to inputs. This too is a rare condition in

a market and rarely observed. According to Pless and van Benthem (2019) the only micro

models assuming decreasing short-run marginal costs are models with adverse selection.

Traditional micro models assume increasing marginal costs because in the short-run all the

inputs are assumed to be fixed, and variable inputs yield decreasing marginal products. This

holds also for retail companies.

Nominal pricing rigidities, i.e. nominal price not responding to underlying changes in e.g.

costs. I observe quite clear responsiveness of electricity prices. Another possible source

could be if the price increases were always rounded up to e.g. the closest hundredth part.

This neither is the case in electricity prices.

Unobservable tax deflation, i.e. avoiding taxes is practically impossible as the electricity tax

is collected by the DSOs and not the retailers.

Therefore, as none of these alternative explanations hold in the electricity retaile market, a

possible finding of pass-through overshooting can be interpreted as existence of market

power.

According to the Pless and van Benthem (2019) a natural further next test would be the

estimation of the demand curvature. As discussed before, the observation of pass-through

overshooting combined with ruling out the alternative explanations is enough to conclude

that the market is not perfectly competitive. Finding a sufficiently convex demand would

strengthen this argument though, because in practice it is needed for the pass-through to

overshoot under imperfect competition. For the demand curve estimation, a dataset from the

actual contract prices from at least one of the retailers would be required and it will be out

of the scope of my thesis.



E. Possible policy implications

These results could be interesting to Energy Authority. Especially if these results can be

repeated with more recent and more complete data and it can also be later shown that the

demand curvature is sufficiently convex, a more in-depth structural analysis of the market

could be considered by the authority. A simple way of increasing the competitive activity in

the market would be activating the consumers to change electricity supplier more often and

thus increase competition.

As the alternative explanations for pass-through overshooting under perfect competition

were ruled out in prior sub-section, a finding of pass-through exceeding unity would leave

no other option than imperfect competition.

Energy Authority could announce a targeted low-cost information campaign by for example

obligating the electricity retailers to include information about sahkonhinta.fi website into

invoices sent to consumers. The website allows for consumers to find the cheapest contract

delivered to their location. Information about the cost-free changing of the operator and

freedom to choose any operator, even outside the distribution area of the consumer in

question could also be added to the invoice.

It would also be important to collect detailed data on the market shares between the retailers,

as well as the actual prices paid by consumers to form a more perfect picture of the possible

market power problems.

Energy Authority could also directly obligate the specific retailers having the highest pass-

through rates to reconsider their pricing if it can be shown that they take advantage of their

local market position.

VII. Conclusion

Electricity is a commodity sold by retailers in market open for competition and therefore

expected to perform at least close to perfectly competitive. Significant amount of consumer

inertia is still observed which leads to the concern whether the price setters can use market

power in their pricing decisions.

I use the simple framework by Pless and van Benthem (2019) to empirically test whether

market power in the Finnish electricity retail market exists by estimating the pass-through



rate for changes in distribution prices and electricity tax to the total consumer facing

electricity price from data containing 50 out of the total 66 obligatory suppliers and their

corresponding distribution system operators in Finland between 2006 - 2011.

I find pass-throughs on distribution charge of 1.11, 0.94 and 1.38 on aggregate, for

nationwide retailers, and for local retailers, respectively. None of these estimates overshoot,

95 % confidence intervals are (0.89, 1.33), (0.66, 1.21) and (0.97, 1.79), respectively. After

interacting the continuous distribution charge variable with categorical retailer dummy, I

find that three local retailers and six nationwide retailers have pass-throughs exceeding unity

with a 95 % confidence level.

These estimates mean that an average L1 type consumer having a 18 000 kWh expected

annual consumption would have paid on average 37  during 2006  2011 due to

overshooting, the corresponding upper bound for individual retailers being

additional costs are economically not that significant for a single consumer, as they account

for 0.4 % and 2.2 % of the total cumulative electricity bill of 10  for 2006  2011,

respectively. When considering the whole market, these effects are not that trivial. The

electricity price increased 5 % on the aggregate due to overshooting, individual retailer upper

bound being at 28 %.

The results are likely to contain some upward bias arising from measurement error due to

data quality issues and the fact that I do not observe purchase prices but only list prices.

Another source of bias is measurement error caused by the unknown sales split of nationwide

retailers, which makes it impossible to allocate the right weighted average of the distribution

charges they face. The sign of the latter is not easy to determine.

If these biases could be somehow dealt with, e.g. with more accurate data, these estimates

would directly give us information about the competitive status of the Finnish electricity

retail market, as the alternative explanations for pass-through overshooting under perfect

competition, namely Giffen behaviour, decreasing marginal costs, nominal pricing rigidities,

and unobservable tax deflation, can be ruled out on this specific market.

I conclude by noting that these results might be interesting enough for Energy Authority to

investigate the market by conducting a similar kind of a study with more recent and complete

data, but has a very little standalone implications for the competitiveness of the market. If it

were to be later found that significant pass-through existed within this market, a possible



policy response could be to activate consumers through information campaigns about the

possibilities of tendering out electricity suppliers cost effectively.
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Appendix A. Aggregate pass-through with different methods

Table A.1. Results from first differences, fixed effects, random effects, and pooled OLS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Distribution charge 0.974 1.112 1.152 1.112

(0.132) (0.113) (0.093) (0.077)

2007-dummy -0.282 0.105 0.103 0.105
(0.041) (0.042) (0.042) (0.063)

2008-dummy 0.312 1.053 1.039 1.053
(0.075) (0.088) (0.082) (0.072)

2009-dummy -0.035 1.076 1.055 1.076
(0.099) (0.088) (0.079) (0.073)

2010-dummy -0.087 1.382 1.351 1.382
(0.096) (0.107) (0.09) (0.081)

2011-dummy 1.711 1.637 1.711
(0.203) (0.163) (0.148)

Constant 0.394 3.950 2.846

Control for Retailer

Retailers 50 50 50 50

Observations 250 300 300 300

Notes: The dependent variable is the total consumer facing electricity price for type user L1 consisting of the
retail price, distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT. The independent variable Distribution charge
includes distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT. Data covers the 50 obligatory suppliers that have full
set of observations available and are not assigned to multiple DSOs in Finland 2006-2011. 28 retailers have
chosen to sell electricity outside their assigned DSO area. For these retailers, the correct weighted average
of distribution charge is impossible to calculate without knowing their sales split, and thus their local
distribution charge is used. Estimates are obtained by pooled OLS on both first differenced and time-
demeaned data, i.e. first differences and fixed effects estimator, as well as random effects and pooled OLS,
in the latter also a categorical control variable Retailer is added. Standard errors are clustered at the
distribution area level and are both heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust.



Appendix B. Heterogenous pass-through

Table A.2. Heterogenous pass-through
All

(1)

Local retailers:
Distrbution charge (Alajärven Sähkö Oy) 1.119

(0.177)
Dist. charge:Asikkalan Voima Oy -0.085

(0.075)
Dist. charge:Esse Elektro-Kraft Ab -0.301

(0.096)
Dist. charge:Etelä-Savon Energia Oy 0.523

(0.062)
Dist. charge:Etelä-Suomen Energia Oy 0.539

(0.068)
Dist. charge:Herrfors Oy Ab 0.003

(0.044)
Dist. charge:Iin Energia Oy -0.071

(0.052)
Dist. charge:Imatran Seudun Sähkö Oy -0.177

(0.092)
Dist. charge:Jakobstads Energiverk 0.019

(0.022)
Dist. charge:Joroisten Energialaitos -0.03

(0.07)
Dist. charge:Keravan Energia Oy 0.125

(0.004)
Dist. charge:Kokemäen Sähkö Oy -0.210

(0.054)
Dist. charge:Kronoby Elverk -0.062

(0.068)
Dist. charge:Köyliön-Säkylän Sähkö Oy -0.475

(0.061)
Dist. charge:Lehtimäen Sähkö Oy 0.373

(0.096)
Dist. charge:Nykarleby Kraftverk -0.068

(0.034)
Dist. charge:Paneliankosken Voima Oy -0.079

(0.048)
Dist. charge:Sallila Energia Oy 0.205

(0.071)
Dist. charge:Turku Energia Oy 0.156

(0.029)
Dist. charge:Vetelin Sähkölaitos Oy -0.399

(0.043)
Dist. charge:Vimpelin Voima Oy -0.257

(0.044)
Dist. charge:YliIin Sähkö Oy 0.292

(0.065)
Nationwide retailers:
Dist. charge:Tammisaaren Energia 0.032

(0.066)
Dist. charge:EON Kainuu Oy -0.224

(0.091)
Dist. charge:Haminan Energia Oy 0.307

(0.078)
Dist. charge:Helsingin Energia 0.259



(0.076)
Dist. charge:Hiirikosken Energia Oy -0.104

(0.069)
Dist. charge:Jyväskylän Energia Oy 0.204

(0.256)
Dist. charge:Keuruun Sähkö Oy 0.237

(0.076)
Dist. charge:Koillis-Satakunnan Sähkö Oy -0.209

(0.062)
Dist. charge:Kokkolan Energia 0.232

(0.029)
Dist. charge:Korpelan Voima Kuntayhtymä 0.087

(0.000)
Dist. charge:Kuoreveden Sähkö Oy -0.151

(0.084)
Dist. charge:Lahti Energia Oy -0.052

(0.081)
Dist. charge:Lammaisten Energia Oy -0.213

(0.08)
Dist. charge:Lappeenrannan Energia Oy -0.051

(0.000)
Dist. charge:Mäntsälän Sähkö Oy 0.570

(0.063)
Dist. charge:Naantalin Energia Oy 0.410

(0.05)
Dist. charge:Outokummun Energia Oy -0.279

(0.069)
Dist. charge:Parikkalan Valo Oy -0.220

(0.096)
Dist. charge:Pori Energia Oy 0.162

(0.09)
Dist. charge:Savon Voima Oyj 0.387

(0.069)
Dist. charge:Seinäjoen Energia Oy 0.231

NA
Dist. charge:Suur-Savon Sähkö Oy -0.192

(0.101)
Dist. charge:Tampereen Sähkönmyynti Oy 0.301

(0.091)
Dist. charge:Vaasan Sähkö Oy 0.301

(0.059)
Dist. charge:Valkeakosken Energia Oy -0.056

(0.06)
Dist. charge:Vatajankosken Sähkö Oy 0.273

(0.067)
Dist. charge:Vattenfall Sähkönmyynti Oy 0.480

(0.072)
Dist. charge:Ääneseudun Energia Oy 0.149

(0.032)
2007-dummy 0.107

(0.042)
2008-dummy 1.040

(0.09)
2009-dummy 1.060

(0.091)
2010-dummy 1.338

(0.111)
2011-dummy 1.606

(0.232)



Retailers 50
Observations 300
Notes: The dependent variable is the total consumer facing electricity price for type user L1 consisting of
the retail price, distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT. The independent variable Distribution charge
includes distribution charge, electricity tax and VAT and it has been interacted with categorical variable
Retailer. Data covers 300 annual observations for the 50 obligatory suppliers that have full set of observations
available and are not assigned to multiple DSOs in Finland 2006-2011. Major caveat of the data is that only
six observations per Retailer exists causing the model to be extremely sensitive on assumptions that no
unobservable variables affecting both the independent and dependent variables nor considerable
measurement error exist, and that all the retailers are on equal time trend. 28 retailers have chosen to sell
electricity outside their assigned DSO area. For these retailers, the correct weighted average of distribution
charge is impossible to calculate without knowing their sales split, and thus their local distribution charge is
used. Estimates are obtained by pooled OLS on time-demeaned data, i.e. fixed effects estimator. Standard
errors are heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust.


